WORK SAMPLES

Oscar Cortez

http://drastudio.com

DESIGNER, ILLUSTRATOR AND EDUCATOR

Skill Set
+ Graphic & UI design
+ Hand-lettering
+ HTML, CSS, JS, MD, NJK

Technologies
+ Illustrator
+ Sketch
+ Photoshop

Brackets Themes Icon
Icon created to help brand the community project of Brackets
Themes, which is a GitHub repo of code styles for the popular
Adobe Brackets code editor.

+ Adobe XD
+ After Effects
+ Wordpress

Firebolt App Branding
Logotype and application icon created as part of the design
and branding for an iOS action/adventure game.
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iOS Coffee Icon
Icon created during a classroom demonstration on use of grids
and guides within Adobe Illustrator.

Geeklike App Branding / Illustrations
Logotype, icon and graphical elements created as a part of the
branding for an cross-platform social interest application.
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She Belongs with Me - Promotional Website
Wordpress-based CMS designed and developed to support
book promotion and purchases, implementing custom HTML,
CSS, JS and PHP.

Client: Dawn Strobeck
http://www.ransomedbylove.com

Designed visuals to
match existing print
materials.

Utilized CSS media
queries to focus
mobile devices on key
features.

Added e-commerce
capabilities to support
purchase of digital
resource videos.
Optimized Wordpress
admin area to support
various client
contributors needs.
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Real Life - CMS Website
Custom web-based and Wordpress solutions designed and
developed to support weekly content, implementing HTML,
CSS, JS and PHP.

Client: Real Life Christian Church
https://real.life

Updated visual assets
to modern standards.

Coded “Text to Invite”
pages, with multicampus support.
Administered
Wordpress system,
plugin support and
user base.
Optimized page
design and
development for
mobile devices.
Supported web-based
mobile app with
feature and content
updates.
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Heroes & Podcast - Website Wireframes
Sketches created to plan content, features and page layout for
a podcast website.

Real Talk TV Show - Wireframes
Sketches created to plan page layout revisions and new
featured content for a TV show website.
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Real Life Waves - Prototype
Wireframe screens created to test user flow and proposed
features of a web-based post curation tool.

Client: Real Life Christian Church
https://real.life
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Tom & Jerry’s - Service Website
Mobile-friendly web presence designed and developed to
support local business’s needs, implementing HTML, CSS, JS
and PHP.

Client: Thomas Lamb
http://www.tomandjerryspestcontrol.com

Designed visuals to
match existing print
materials.
Utilized CSS media
queries to focus
mobile devices on key
features.

Implemented jQuery
animations for image
display.

Engaged web
analytics tools to
confirm content SEO
quality.
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Wellness Zone - Website Refresh
Website content and visuals updated to use modern
technologies, implementing HTML, CSS, and JS.

Client: Christopher Rao
http://www.wellnesszone.com

Updated branding
elements
Re-structured content
to support modern
HTML capabilities.

Implemented
responsive layout for
mobile devices.
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FMC Pest Wire - Blog CMS
Custom Wordpress theme developed to match provided design
composites, implementing custom HTML, CSS, JS and PHP.

Client: Melamed Riley Advertising
http://fmcpestwire.com

Customized WP login
Randomized header
content and graphics

Optimized Wordpress
admin area for client
contributors to easily
add & feature content.

Customized WP
templates to display
content based on
popularity.

Integrated social
media content from
Twitter and YouTube.
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